Using tBLASTx to Identify a gene by using
its DNA Sequence (DNA-DNA BLAST)
-tBLASTx is a gene prediction tool.

-This tool converts a nucleotide query sequence into protein sequence
in all 6 reading frames.
-Then compare this to an NCBI nucleotide database which has been
translated on all six reading frames.

Using tBLASTn (Translated BLAST/protein-DNA
BLAST)
• Search translated nucleotide database using a protein query
• TBLASTN operates by translating database nucleotide sequences to
hypothetical amino acid sequences in all six reading frames and then
aligning the hypothetical amino acid sequences to the query.
• It takes your protein, translates the DNA databases in all 6 frames,
and searches the protein against the (now translated) databases.

• Search;
• Protein ID: Q9BDJ6.1/FASTA
tBLASTn
–ESTs
-Exclude Bos taurus

In general, the way to remember things is this:
't' at the front stands for 'translated': the query
sequence will be translated in 6 frames.
'x' at the back means 'protein': whatever the
sequence database is, it will be translated into protein
for the search.
'n' at the back means 'DNA': the database being
searched is a nucleotide database.

Figure: Overview of the five main BLAST algorithms.` P` refers to protein (as in BLASTP), `N` refers to nucleotide, and `X`
refers to a DNA query that is dynamically translated into six protein sequences. The prefix `T` refers to “translating,” in
which a DNA database is dynamically translated into six proteins. (Figure adopted from; Bioinformatics and Functional
Genomics, 3rd Edition, Jonathan Pevsner, pg.124.)

• The BLASTP program compares an amino acid query sequence against a protein sequence database.
• The BLASTN program is used to compare a nucleotide query sequence against a nucleotide sequence
database.

• The program BLASTX compares a nucleotide query sequence translated in all reading frames against a
protein sequence database. If you have a DNA sequence and you want to know what protein (if any) it
encodes, you can perform a BLASTX search. This automatically translates the DNA into six potential proteins.
The BLASTX program then compares each of the six translated protein sequences to all the members of a
protein database.
• The program TBLASTN compares a protein query sequence against a nucleotide sequence database
dynamically translated in all reading frames. One might use this program to ask whether a DNA database
encodes a protein that matches your protein query of interest. Does a query with beta globin yield any
matches in a database of genomic DNA from the genome sequencing project of a particular organism?
• The program TBLASTX compares the six‐frame translations of a nucleotide query sequence against the
six‐frame translations of a nucleotide sequence database. The TBLASTX program is computationally
intensive. Consider a situation in which you have a DNA sequence with no obvious database matches and
you want to know if it encodes a protein with distant, statistically significant database matches in a
database of expressed sequence tags.
• A BLASTX search would be more sensitive than BLASTN, and therefore useful to reveal genes that encode
proteins homologous to your query. (Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics, 3 rd Edition, Jonathan
Pevsner)

